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Partial truth, or more fully stated, truth mixed with lies,
omissions  and  misdirection,  is  perhaps  the  most  powerful
weapon in the arsenal of the deceivers. It not only works the
mind into confusion and cognitive dissonance and a host of
other traps, but it plays deeply on the subconscious mind,
wearing grooves for future lies and distortions.

But this is only part of the story.

These  tactics  are  not  only  what  politics  and  social
engineering thrive on by introducing more and more falsehoods
and lower dimensional vibrations into the hive mind, but it’s
the  main  ploy  of  the  agents  and  trolls  of  controlled
opposition, the other side of the coin where many feel “safe”
that  they’re  getting  “alternative”,  non-mainstream
information.  

And they’re turning it up full throttle.

The recent news cycle following the escalation of the Syrian
and  North  Korea  crises  on  the  heels  of  the  predictable
Trumping of the American mind and acceleration of the same old
war machine and banking and corporate takeover et al agenda is
highlighting this to an incredible degree. That so many so-
called awake and aware “alternatives” fell for this buffoonery
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again illustrates the point.

It’s All One Big False Flag
In  addition  to  the  mind  numbingly  crass  lamestream  media
propaganda, analyses and theories blanket the internet at a
stunning  rate.  It’s  like  Baskin  Robbins  on  steroids  for
viewpoints and theories whenever some new event takes place. I
think what emboldens people is not just the understandable
outrage at the insanity and potential danger of our world
situation, but the accumulated research so many are engaged in
and the incremental angst it gins up and desire to break free.

Completely understandable and part of the process but let’s
keep  this  train  on  the  right  track.  Awakening  isn’t  just
informational  –  it’s  a  very  deep  spiritual  change  of
perception and daily true detached awareness. To truly awaken
is to realize we are not of this projected world and to live
from there.

The danger here is that the entire matrix is one big false
flag. It’s a complete deception and diversion from the real
issue, creating story after false story in an effort to get us
to buy into their reality and thus co-create it. It’s worked
for millennia and still works today, only to a heightened,
interconnected  tech-enhanced  level.  Once  humanity  realizes
that and stops buying into this extremely comprehensive false
narrative  in  every  aspect  and  especially  our  reactive
attachment  to  it,  true  reality  will  manifest.  

It begins with the individual gaining a much, much deeper
level of awareness.

“The only hope for humanity is the transformation of the
individual.” – Jiddu Krishnamurti

Breaking Free and Doing the Most Good
The energy spent playing pop goes the weasel cranking the



handle round and around until the latest boogey man ploy pops
up and is revealed is astounding. Sure, we need to be aware of
what’s going on, but shouldn’t we know by now it’s all a
charade and just walk away from it at least emotionally and
spiritually,  no  longer  feeding  it  with  our  attention  and
energy?  It’s  important  to  be  aware  of  these  things  and
decipher the coding coming at us, but not in an unconsciously 
reactive, energy syphoning manner. Therein lies an extremely
important distinction.

Isn’t it time we drew the obvious conclusion that it’s all a
lie no matter what form it comes in and step into the true
realm of truth and natural reality and let that old one die of
starvation? Instead, the overwhelming tendency is to feed and
thus  succumb  repeatedly  to  this  distraction  bonanza  to
cleverly shunt the unwary into matrix batteryville.

Look  at  the  cleverly  weaponized  Bible  and  the  new  age
psychedelic and “archaic revival” deception and diversion of a
whole  generation  for  example.  Talk  about  weapons  of  mass
deception. And those are only two examples out of thousands,
albeit important ones for grasping the depth of the energy
sapping illusion.

I’m not saying it isn’t important to break down the scam to
help  see  through  it  and  take  appropriate  action  in  an
extremely  conscious  and  detached  way.  But  overall  are  we
really making sufficient progress on slowing this juggernaut
of death and control down? It doesn’t appear that way, despite
the slow climb of informational awareness. We need to awaken
to  a  new  sense  of  conscious  disconnectivity  instead  of
watching and sucking in this virtual internet TV of lies like
the false screen we decry that the “sheeple” watch, even if we
think we see through it.  Otherwise we’re not observing any
longer, but living in the false right/left, black/white easily
controlled dualistic paradigm. 

That goes nowhere except provide a place to vent and keep



repeating  the  cycle.  That  may  be  Valhalla  for  keyboard
warriors who aren’t changing a damn thing as they get off on
the rush, but why do they do it? Because they haven’t changed
personally nor walk the walk and hence feed the very matrix
they  love  to  describe  and  expose  so  much.  A  deliberately
contained vicious cycle of the first order. History attests to
this idiocy.

The Scam and the Spam
“The  basic  tool  for  the  manipulation  of  reality  is  the
manipulation of words. If you can control the meaning of
words, you can control the people who must use the words.” –
Phillip K. Dick

It’s important for those who are trying to figure things out
to realize that almost all information is polluted in some
manner and in levels we more than likely are not even be fully
aware of. Poison is poison, no matter what sugar it’s laced
with, nor how well intentioned the source or intrepid the
researcher. It’s vibrational. With the full on employment and
infiltration of AI this is more true than ever. Never mind the
blatant trolls, plants, psyops and compromised, ego infected,
subtly self exalting “leaders” controlling and directing the
so-called  opposition,  using  a  limiting  vibrational  message
they’re not even consciously aware of.

But it’s profoundly simpler than that. The whole scam is to
keep us in the game, playing on their terms, and thus keep the
arena full of spectators screaming at the players below, never
mind at each other. When you spot those symptoms you’ll start
to catch on.

You don’t have to be a player to be in the game. Professional
as well as amateur sports, created primarily by Freemasons,
are about the most obvious metaphor there could be for the
state of humanity, mainstream and much of the alternative, and
how it co-creates the matrix by billions of people giving



their time and emotional energy to a stinking, meaningless
game. If being in the arena isn’t enough to watch as closely
as you want, you can always watch the mega jumbotron in the
arena itself, and even see replays to be sure you didn’t miss
anything as the tension is deliberately jacked up and then
released for your somafication.

But that’s not going to satisfy the masses since less than
100,000 people can attend the precious event in person. So,
voila, it’s pumped through the airwaves around the world in
real time. Ah, heaven. Then having had their deliberately
engineered Orwellian 2 minutes of hate release before the
Orwellian  screen,  they  can  go  back  to  work  for  their
Romanesque emperors who brought them these wonderful games.

Rollerball anyone? This is why war isn’t such a big deal to
people. They get that hate ginned up continually, via sports,
dog eat dog economics and a driving inner fear and reactivity
eating at them all the time, faithfully fueled by mainstain as
well as much of alternative media. Many are fanning predictive
programming and conditioning way more than they realize by
giving all this so much angst filled air time.

“Energy flows where attention goes.”

That dynamic is working in every field of information. Thanks
to the internet and even hand held, strap on, and implantable
devices  we  can  mainline  this  crap  24/7.  We  criticize  the
younger  generation  and  others  for  their  social  media
addiction, but what’s the difference with what the so-called
adults and alternatives are engaged in? The unwary youth and
social media addicts are just an obvious outcropping of the
same disease most everyone has fallen prey to. That’s clear as
a bell.

“The great enemy of the truth is very often not the lie –
deliberate,  contrived,  and  dishonest,  but  the  myth  –
persistent,  persuasive,  and  unrealistic.  Belief  in  myths



allows  the  comfort  of  opinion  without  the  discomfort  of
thought.” – President John F. Kennedy

Energetically  Controlled  Opposition  and  the  Vampiric
Energy Vortex
Obviously people would not go along with complete full frontal
lies continually, although it seems our post Orwellian society
has degraded to something pretty close to that. There has to
be  something  that  appears  to  relate  to  people’s  everyday
experience, no matter how engineered. It may be a relative
truth within an entirely fabricated system, but still it’s
something someone can relate to.

Alternative news and views can do the same. We see more truths
than others yet persist on concentrating on the evils and
illusions instead of the realities and fundamental strengths
of the power of individual human conscious awareness. This
isn’t a broad brush accusation, it’s pointing out an energetic
misdirection and resultant fascination that can ultimately be
nothing more than another prop to the very thing people think
they want to see come down in our world.

Look at how the “hope and change” hypnosis worked once again
with Trump, despite many of us warning about it. This is born
of attachment, a subconscious inner hope that the very system
we all decry can change and all will be magically well. That
is  nothing  less  than  a  Stockholm  Syndrome  type  psychosis
wishing for new masters to be kinder to them in a system
designed not just to control, but to decimate the human race. 

Insane to the max. We claim to understand these things yet
keep on in unconscious behavior.

“In order to awaken one first of all one must realize that
one is in a state of sleep. And in order to realize that one
is indeed in a state of sleep one must recognize and fully
understand the nature of the forces which operate to keep one



in a state of sleep or hypnosis. And it is absurd to think
that this can be done by seeking information from the very
source which induces the hypnosis.” – George Gurdjieff

The Alternative Dilemma – What Are You Attached To?
What has been labelled the alternative, research, or truth
community  is  in  a  bit  of  a  quandary.  It’s  nothing  new.
Whenever you have an implied or perceived polarity, this kind
of lumping together by the mind as well as social engineers
happen, forcing free, independent thoughts into trends and
distinctive groups that then take on collective attributes.
Strangely enough and perhaps elusive to some, almost every
time our low level thinking makes this polarized perception
it’s patently wrong and a complete false choice.

Such is the nature of illusory duality, and they play upon it
to keep us involved with it and thus harvest even more energy.
Our true nature and reality itself transcends this paradigm.
We have got to see and experience this life here with new,
heart  empowered  eyes  that  bypass  the  mental  illusion  and
programming. Otherwise the ropes and twines of their parasitic
world can control us while sucking our very life energy, even
when we think we’re loaded with “truth”.

The right/left political paradigm is an obvious example. A
totally false premise yet a whole fabricated system is built
around it making it appear legitimate. Oh how many things in
this life are like that! When you realize all this is a
holographic projection based on intention and participation
you can work backwards and see how pervasive and restrictive
that limited mind thinking really is and understand why it
falls for all these tricks. That’s exactly why the personal
work of being truly free ourselves first is of the utmost,
primary importance.

As long as there’s something within us that can be attached
to, it will be attached to!



It’s like people who say “they were conned” by Trump. No they
weren’t. It was obvious what was going on. They were self
conned by their own attachment to the system, that it could be
changed of all things and some new exterior one of any sort
would free humanity in that fully corrupt paradigm. They were
conned by their own inner attachments to cherished conscious
and unconscious self preserving, fear-based beliefs, hopes and
desires,  and  no  doubt  their  “stuff”  and  reputations  and
addictions to their compromised, self serving lifestyles to
boot. It’s a process of honest identification and release we
all have to go through.

Let It All Go and Operate from the “Outside”
Yes.  We  have  to  let  it  all  go,  starting  with  and  most
importantly ourselves. Every truly wise sage of all time has
said this for millennia yet we file it away as some distant
teaching or philosophy and nice esoteric idea, exactly how the
matrix programmed us to do.

The system or matrix is the problem, yes. But it wouldn’t be
one if we weren’t invested in and attached to it. Reforming
any of this construct for human freedom is the height of
ignorance. That’s where this idiotic idea of patriotism and
rosy colored glassed deliberate holding on to the idea of “our
forefathers” or the “constitution” is so full of bunk for
those caught in the American trap. Enough people don’t realize
yet that those were engineered to again give the illusion of
choice  and  freedom  in  a  completely  controlled  obviously
hierarchical  paradigm.  The  proof  is  clear.  It  goes  for
anywhere on this planet.

If you can see that energetically you’re getting it.

If you want to see it clearly, just look at the attachment to
it, never mind it being a total fabrication, whatever seeming
“good” came out of the American “experiment”, for example. It
was simply relative to their perception of the oppression from
whence they came, like all revolutions to nowhere. Do you



honestly  see  any  difference  in  America  or  anywhere  today
except little impotent outcroppings that are soon put down?
It’s  a  giant  hoax.  A  massive  example  of  parasitically
controlled  energetic  opposition  at  work.

We  have  got  to  disconnect  from  feeding  these  parasitic
paradigms.

It’s all so remarkable. But this holding on to self-based
sacred  cows  of  any  sort  are  all  rooted  in  ego  and  self
preservation. There’s virtually no consciousness involved in
such  low  level  thinking  and  behavior  no  matter  how  much
information anyone has.

If people won’t let go of all this bullshit, they’re going
down with the ship. And believe me, this fake ship has got to
sink, the whole thing, and the sooner the better. Stop trying
to repair it by giving it all of your attention and energy for
goodness sake. If you want to expose what’s going on, fine,
but stay distinctly separate from it and guard your energy.
Don’t feed the fear mongering and attention grabbing it feeds
on. But most of all get yourself fully sorted out first. Then
your true role in all of this will become clear, but not
before that.

And if you’re fighting this message it’s probably for you. It
should be fundamental to all of us.

It’s time to truly wake up and find the truth and fully
empowered awareness at our very centers and detach any and all
energetic connections to this fabricated illusion. It’s hard
work  and  takes  some  brutal  honesty  and  hard  learned
fearlessness.  

Have you got what it takes?

Where’s your energy honestly going?

Love, Zen



 

Zen Gardner is an impactful and controversial author
and speaker with a piercing philosophical viewpoint.
His writings have been circulated to millions and his

personal story has caused no small stir amongst the entrenched
alternative pundits. His book You Are the Awakening has met
rave  reviews  and  is  available  on  amazon.com.  You  Are  the
Awakening examines the dynamics of the awakening to a more
conscious awareness of who we are and why we are here –
dynamics which are much different from the programmed approach
of this world we were born into.
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